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I. Introduction

In recent years, the anthropogenic pollution of aquatic ecosystems increased the need for studies to identify the impact of heavy metals on the species living there. Fish are often exposed to highly polluted water, and that causes different disabilities, ranging from biochemical changes in single cells to changes in the whole organism. Monitoring programs for measuring the accumulation of heavy metals in fish tissues serve as a biomarker of water pollution and provides information about the environmental conditions.

Histological changes are more sensitive and occur earlier. They provide a better assessment of fish health, as well as the effects of pollution on each biochemical parameter. Histopathological changes have been integrated with the impact of various stressors (microbial pathogens, toxic compounds, nutritional and adverse environmental conditions (Marchand et al., 2009).

II. Materials and Methods

a) Study areas and collection of specimens

Three site (1, 2, 3) were chosen for active biomonitoring and investigation of water pollution in Sitnica River.

b) Animals

Fish species (in total 21 fish individuals) were collected with electrofishing method from three sites along Sitnica River sources of river {site1-Ferizaj (C.carassius, n=8)}, {site 2-Vragoli (G.obstrusirostris, n=5)} and {site 3- Plemetin (C.carassius, n=8)} during the period March-May and August-September of 2010-2012. The animals were transported to the laboratory in the containers with constant aeration.
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c) Histopathological Analysis

From each individual liver tissues were collected putting them into bottles with 10 % formaline solution. Tissue samples for histological examination were taken from livers of normal and polluted fish. For light microscopy, samples were first weighted, fixed in 10% buffered formalin for twenty-four hours at 4ºC and then immediately dehydrated in graded series of ethanol, immersed in xylol, and embedded in paraffin wax using an automatic processor. Sections of 3–5 µm were mounted. After they had been deparaf-finized, the sections were rehydrated, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and mounted with Cristal/Mount. Evaluation of slides and photo-graphing were done with optic microscope (Zeiss, X100). Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of liver tissue histology included tissue transparency, cell vitality and nucleus/cytoplasmic nucleus size ratio.

III. Results & Discussions

Liver is the largest and important organ of the body doing several physiological functions. It has no direct contact with pollutants dissolved in water. The histology of fish liver from the river source and polluted sites is shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The liver of the fish from river sources (site1-Ferizaj) exhibited a normal architecture and there were no pathological abnorm-alities, with hepatocytes prese-niting a homogenous cytoplasm, and a large central or subcentral spherical nucleus (Fig.2). Nuclear karyolysis and karyopiknosis, are observed in different regions of fish liver from polluted site 2-Vragolia. (Fig.3). Karyolysis is the complete dissolution of the chromatin matter of a dying cell, Pyknotis, or karyopiknosis, is the irreversible condensation of chromatin in the nucleus of a cell undergoing necrosis or apoptosis. This indicates that the fish are under a highly stressful condition due to the presence of industrial effluents. These results are in agreement with findings of Dhevakrishnan, R and M.H. Zaman, (2012); Ebrahimi, M, Taherianfard, M (2011).

Hydropic vacuolation (HydVac) were observed in fish from polluted site 2-Vragolia (Fig 4). Stehr CM et al, (1998) have reported that risk for HydVac increased with the presence of aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons in sediment, fish bile, and fish liver. Inflammation with lymphocytes of portal areas were observed in fish liver from polluted site 3-Plemetin (Fig .5). Our findings are supported by the fact that Plemenin sampling site was reported to have the highest level of heavy metals. Our result are according the result of Bothaina m.Khidr et al 2012, study which deals with the histological changes of the hepatocytes of the Nile tilapia, Oreochromis niloticus, following exposure to 2.5, 5, 10 ppm of lead nitrate for 1, 2, 3, 4 weeks. Our results revealed that lead nitrate exerts some histological effects on the hepatic tissue. During examination of liver sections of fish from polluted site 3-Plemetin (Fig.6) we observed lytic necrosis areas. These results are in agreement with findings of S. V. Deore and S.B Wagh (2012), who reported that histopathological impact of lethal and sublethal concentrations of mercury chloride and copper chloride in liver of fresh water teleost, Channa gachua (Ham) revealed vacuolation in cytoplasm, degeneration of nuclei, vacuolation in stroma, cloudy
swellings, pycnotic nuclei, necrosis, rupture of blood sinusoids, disarray of hepatic cords, loss of shape of hepatocytes. The toxicity effect of heavy metals and other pollutants on liver have been studied by many researchers. Velcheva et al (2010) reported necrotic and hyperemic changes in the parenchyma of liver due to heavy metals pollution. Mohammad M.N. Authman et al (2013) reported, the histopathological changes in the liver of *C. gariepinus* fish, collected from El- Rahawy drain, include loss of cellular architecture of liver, vacuolar degeneration, pycnontic nuclei and focal areas of necrosis of the hepatocytes. Leukocyte infiltration and hyaline degeneration were also detected in the hepatic tissues of fish. Dilation of the central vein accompanied by blood congestion was detected due to heavy metals pollution.

IV. **Conclusion**

Based on the results of our research we can conclude that histopathology of fish liver is a good bioindicator and can be used for detection of chemical pollution in fish. It can be concluded that Sitnica River is a polluted river mainly by industrial and urban discharge of liquid waste products. It is recommended to treat different wastes before discharging to the natural water sources to avoid the negative effects of pollutants. As a consequence
legal actions need to be taken in order to prevent environmental pollution on the site.
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